Press release, 18th June 2020

IMT MINES ALES IS PRIZE WINNER IN THE WORLDWIDE RANKING U-MULTIRANK

The school obtained 9 “A” scores at U-Multirank and stands out in the category « teaching and learning », in which it ranks among the top 5 French institutions. This worldwide ranking, which has just published its 2020 version, is financed by Europe (Erasmus program). 92 countries and more than 1700 schools and universities were assessed.

IMT Mines Ales is prize winner for the first time in this ranking with very good results. The school obtained the top score 9 times (“A”, very good) in the categories assessed:

- 4 times in the category « teaching and learning »
- 3 times in the category « technology transfer »
- Once in the category « open to the world »
- Once in the category « research »

In the category « teaching and learning », the school stood out by obtaining the maximum score for all of the criteria assessed, which are based on the support network and the success of the students. In this category, it ranks among the top 5 French institutions.

This new ranking of IMT Mines Ales follows the excellent results obtained by the school in the worldwide rankings 2020:

- Ranked in the top 400 in the world in the prestigious Times Higher Education Impact awards dedicated to social and economic impact on the environment (discover the school rankings in THE Impact)
- Ranked in the top 10% of the best institutions in the Webometrics award

“IMT Mines Ales has already celebrated worldwide recognition. With this ranking in U-Multirank, added to Times Higher Education Impact and Webometrics, our school is now well placed in the three most famous international awards. U-Mutirank is particularly special because it is organised by the European Erasmus program which we are heavily involved in”, said Pierre Perdiguier, Deputy Director to the school.

“These good rankings reinforce our international position with their external and neutral viewpoints. It is important for both the international future of our students and to develop our attractiveness for international students” added Serge Bastide, Director of the International Office.
About the worldwide ranking U-Multirank:

Created by the European Commission and financed by the Erasmus + program, U-Multirank is the first worldwide multidimensional ranking that allows users to create their own personal ranking by selecting their teaching and learning, their international orientation, research, technology transfer and their regional engagement performance indicators. To find out more visit: www.umultirank.org/
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